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APPENDIX 
 

CBSC File 03/04-1817 
CTV Newsnet re a News Item (Hostage Murder in Riyadh) 

 
 

The Complaint 
 
The following complaint dated June 13, 2004 was sent directly to the CRTC and forwarded 
to the CBSC in due course: 
 

CTV Newsnet broadcast what appears to be a video clip of a man being murdered in Saudi 
Arabia @ approx 4:10 pm. Mountain Time. 
 
Canadians should be able to watch the news without being subject to this graphic sound and 
imagery that adds no value to the program, leads [sic] viewers feeling assaulted, and is totally 
irresponsible. 

 
 

Broadcaster Response 
 
The broadcaster responded on June 30 with the following: 
 

Thank you for watching CTV Newsnet and taking the time to write to us with your views.  We 
value viewer input and take your concerns seriously. 
 
We have reviewed our coverage of the terrorist video released on the internet, which purports 
to depict the murder of an American Jew, Robert Jacob in Riyadh on June 13, 2004. 
 
Our report begins with an anchor introduction to the story.  Before any video is shown, our 
anchor issues a warning by saying "Viewers should be aware that this story contains graphic 
video."  Our report begins with an update on another American hostage, Paul Johnson.  This 
part of the report lasts 27 seconds, allowing viewers concerned about the graphic video 
warning to leave the broadcast. 
 
We then report on the video released by a terror cell.  The terrorists claim the video depicts 
the murder of Robert Jacob.  We show nine seconds of video which begins with blurred, jerky 
camera movements on screen.  We hear some shouting and a loud bang.  We see the legs 
and feet of a person moving about and then we see a small portion of a person's backside fall 
to the ground in a corner of the screen.  This 9 seconds of video shown by CTV Newsnet was 
a small and far less graphic part of the video shown by some internet sites, which included a 
screaming man being chased, shot at ten times, and followed by a throat slashing. 
 
The abuse and death of prisoners and hostages are a critical element in developments in the 
Middle East.  The subject matter is war, terror and hate.  The public cannot form valid 
opinions on this conflict without access to information.  The public can now obtain information 
through terrorist propaganda web sites, complete with unedited and horrific video.  The public 
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can also turn to CTV News where balanced reporting will be supplemented with editorial 
judgment.  It is that editorial judgment that screens and edits video without censoring it 
altogether and then cautions viewers of the content so they might turn away if that is their 
choice. 
 
This method of dealing with violent images is consistent with our obligation as broadcasters 
pursuant to the Voluntary Code Regarding Violence in Television Programming as 
administered by the Canadian Broadcast Standards Council. 

 
 

Additional Correspondence 
 
On June 30, the complainant sent an email expressing his dissatisfaction with the 
broadcaster’s response, which the CBSC considered as an equivalent to a Ruling Request 
Form: 
 

To whom it concerns: 
 
I do not disagree with the need for effective reporting of the violence and terrorism in the 
Middle East.  However, I believe that it is irresponsible of a publicly broadcasted news station 
to air this type of material, particularly on a Sunday afternoon.  I would respectfully disagree 
that the actually airing of the footage adds any value to your broadcast and would suggest 
that CTV give some consideration to this.  I would also question whether or not CTV is 
inadvertently supporting the terrorists by airing this video, as it is clearly be [sic] an act that 
facilitates their agenda.  I would further suggest that the warning provided by the news anchor 
was insufficient considering what was about to be aired.  I have on many occasions sat 
through news programs that warn of disturbing content, and have not found the content to be 
inappropriate.  However, if CTV Newsnet has the gull [sic] to show a video clip of a man 
being murdered by terrorists, the onus should be on the anchor to clearly depict what is about 
to be shown rather than an ambiguous warning that "Viewers should be aware that this story 
contains graphic video." 
 
My final comment is on the morality of using the video of a man’s murder for "shock value" 
when all relevant information that viewers should know could have easily been communicated 
without the video.  I would appreciate a response to this letter from both CTV and CBSC as I 
still find the broadcast irresponsible and inappropriate. 


